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FOREWORD
"The arts are a major force in the growth and development of our global business world.
Through the arts, people learn creativity and innovation. The partnership between the arts
and business improves not only economic development but also the social fabric and
enlightenment of society."
1
Raymond D. Nasher
Vancouver’s DTES through its history, cultural resources, and diversity of people has earned
a unique place within the city landscape. It is a district of special places and events,
architectural gems, and independent business. An area that has seen significant economic
decline over the last 40 years is now facing renewed economic interest and investment. The
Arts and Culture Strategic Framework and Investment Plan presented in this report offers a
vehicle to facilitate economic revitalization through the DTES arts and cultural sector.
Our work did not begin with an economic impact study rather we started from the premise
that the arts and culture sector is already an important contributor to the DTES economy. We
applied an economic development lens on the area’s cultural assets, and examined how
investment could support and strengthen these assets and in turn increase the sector’s
contribution to the revitalization of the local economy. We focussed on those factors and
issues that are common to other economic sectors such as workforce, product development,
distribution, marketing, infrastructure, and finance. At the same time, we recognized the
factors that set the arts and cultural sector aside from other economic sectors. Unlike other
discreet sectors the arts and cultural sector weaves its way through the economy. Workers
trained in artistic and cultural skills such as architects, writers, illustrators, photographers, and
designers play an important part in the success of other industries. However, they do not
always see themselves as cultural workers and as a result the impact of the sector is often
understated.
In developing, the strategic framework traditional arts have been connected with emerging
creative industries such as digital arts, new-media, and design. The traditional arts sector and
the creative industries of the DTES share similar challenges and opportunities. They also
have unique issues and needs. The Strategic Framework and Investment Plan provides
actions and strategies to address the shared issues. The framework also supports the future
identification and development of specific actions to meet the unique needs of different
industries within the sector.
While the direct impact of arts and culture can be measured by its contribution to such factors
as jobs, income, event spending, and tax revenues the qualitative value of the arts and
cultural sector is more difficult to measure. However, many of the consultation participants
identified that the intrinsic value of arts and culture while unmeasured is significant.
Participants stressed the point that arts and culture are key determinants in the quality of life.
They pointed out that DTES cultural resources are essential to the character and diversity of
the area and a tolerant and supportive connector of people and communities. They
consistently made the case that improving the quality of life will encourage and support
economic revitalization efforts.

1

Raymond D. Nasher Founder and Chairman of the Board ,The Nasher Company
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Residents, artists, cultural workers, arts organizations, enterprises, and governments all were
unanimous in their desire to see a framework and plan that did not just mimic the efforts of
other areas. The plan had to create and embody actions that allowed the community to lead
the economic transformation not be led by it. The Arts and Cultural Strategic Framework and
Investment Plan is one of many revitalization strategies and actions in the DTES. To
implement the Plan and achieve positive outcomes will require the collective support and
efforts of many individuals and organizations. To this end we wish to acknowledge all the
individuals who have already contributed their time, knowledge, and advice in the
development of the Plan.
Finally, we wish to acknowledge and thank the funders for this project including the Province
of British Columbia through the Ministry of Tourism, Sport and the Arts; Western Economic
Diversification Canada through the Vancouver Agreement; and the Arts Now Program of
2010 Legacies Now.
To obtain copies of the original research material prepared in support of this report, please
contact Douglas Durand at the City of Vancouver Office of Cultural Affairs at 604-871-6007 or
at douglas.durand@vancouver.ca.

iii
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Vancouver’s inner city, the Downtown Eastside (DTES), is often characterized as unsafe, a
haven for crime, and the neighbourhood for the homeless population and marginalized
workforce. The area is also known for its colourful history, heritage buildings, and its strong,
leading edge, multi-talented arts and cultural sector.
The DTES arts and cultural sector includes self-employed artists, sole proprietorships, small
businesses, non-profit organizations, world-renowned businesses, and educational
institutions representing a diverse mix of artists and creative enterprises. The sector is
supported by a complex infrastructure of public and private entities offering financial support,
training, education, facilities, and a regulatory oversight. Traditionally the arts and culture
sector has not been treated as a discreet economic sector. This has led to the sector being
undervalued resulting in weak strategies, fragmented policies, and numerous barriers to
growth.
DTES representatives of the sector identified that affordability, access to safe functional
venues, performance and production facilities, access to capital, access to markets,
municipal zoning and regulations, and the public’s negative perception of the area are
common barriers to economic growth. Currently there is significant public investment in the
area and a commitment to “revitalization without displacement.” However, there is a collective
concern that economic development actions will result in the displacement of residents and
small business which eventually will result in the loss of the area’s vibrant and special artistic
character.
The intent of the DTES Strategic Framework and Investment Plan is to provide an economic
development framework that supports revitalization without displacement while addressing
the barriers and maximizing opportunities that will create, increase, or promote investment in
the DTES arts and culture sector. The plan reflects the input of many stakeholders
representing residents, artists, business, non-government organizations, non-profit arts
groups, financial and educational institutions, and others who expressed an interest in
determining:
how to capitalize on DTES cultural assets to increase job opportunities, and grow
and strengthen entrepreneurship and local business; and,
how to direct investment to ensure that the arts and cultural sector has the means
and ability to achieve and grow its economic potential.
In addition to the consultation, a best practices review was undertaken and a DTES Arts and
Culture Resource Map was designed and populated to better identify the current resource
base. The Plan does not directly address the intrinsic social value of arts and culture and its
impact on quality of life in the DTES. However, quality of life factors cannot be ignored in
attracting and sustaining economic investment.
Successful implementation of the Plan will depend on the ability of the sector to engage both
traditional and non-traditional partners in combined opportunities. The sector will need to
convince seemingly unrelated organizations and industries to become supporters and
investors in the arts and cultural economy. Since many organizations and institutions are
unaware of the sector’s economic potential, the Plan pays special attention to increasing
awareness, facilitating and strengthening collaborative partnerships, and removing barriers to
participation.

North Sky Consulting Ltd
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Vision, Principles and Values
The Vision of this Investment Plan is to ensure that arts and culture form an integral and
dynamic element of the economic revitalization of the DTES in a manner that is sustainable
while celebrating and fostering local distinctiveness and continuing to support individual and
community health and wellbeing. This vision will be achieved through:
the unique contribution, strong commitment, and innovative work of artists;
a dynamic, and tangible businesses environment;
increasing sources of accessible and rewarding employment;
a coordinated and supported network of arts and cultural organizations;
sufficient and accessible infrastructure, and affordable facilities; and,
an identity synonymous with a welcoming and safe community where art and culture
bring life and business to the neighbourhood.
The Principles and Values that have guided the development of this Plan are as follows:
To maximize the power of arts and culture;
To revitalize the local economy without displacement;
To balance the goals of cultural, economic, and community development;
To celebrate local distinctiveness;
To foster local talent and enterprise;
To link, connect, and collaborate; and,
To diversify and expand the support base.

Strategic Themes
The Plan is built around six strategic themes identified from the consultation. They are:
Theme

Objective

Invest in the Artist

Support and strengthen the talent
base

Invest in Entrepreneurship and Workforce
Development

Strengthen businesses and increase
job opportunities

Invest in Networks and Systems

Strengthen support networks and
systems

Invest in Facilities

Improve and increase access to
facilities

Bring “Feet to the Streets – People in the
Seats”

Increase visitor and resident
participation

Diversify the Support Base

Expand the resource base and
facilitate investment

North Sky Consulting Ltd
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Recommended Investment Initiatives
The six strategic themes are supported by four recommended action initiatives. These are:
1. Industry Network
Establish an industry network entity that will bring together representatives,
stakeholders, and supporters of the sector to advocate for the sector, create
partnerships, build capacity, and undertake or support initiatives that can strengthen
and advance the sector’s contribution to the DTES economy. Actions to include:
a. Initiate the cluster table;
b. Guide the early development of the Creative Centre;
c. Guide the early development of the Creative Pathway Initiatives.
2. Cluster Table
Establish an arts and cultural cluster table under the stewardship of the industry
network entity. Actions to include:
a. Facilitating networking and business mentoring opportunities;
b. Establishing sector databases;
c. Convening sectoral forums on opportunities and barriers to investment
including:
i. Financing major capital infrastructure (creative centre);
ii. Improving access to capital;
iii. Establishing a venture or angel fund; and,
iv. Identifying and removing barriers to maximizing opportunities.
3. Creative Centre
Establish an Arts and Cultural Centre initially championed by the industry network
entity that will provide:
a. Education and skills training;
b. Business development;
c. Production facilities and equipment;
d. Office space;
e. Market Place; and,
f. Portal and link to other centres and expertise.
4. Creative Pathways
Establish themed trails throughout the DTES that can showcase the DTES arts and
cultural assets while creating a framework for targeted economic investment:
a. Showcase DTES arts and cultural community;
b. Identify and resolve issues that are barriers to revitalizations (zoning,
licensing, safety);
c. Provide information and data to support and encourage investment;
d. Promote and market the area and its assets;
e. Provide links and pathways to other City arts and cultural sites and
attractions; and,
f. Assist in the identification and development of cultural facilities and marquis
restorations.

Investment Framework
Central to the framework is an industry network that will act as a portal with a mandate to
improve the visibility of the sector; coordinate knowledge, resources, and strategies; identify
and remove barriers; and, identify and maximize economic opportunities in the arts and
cultural sector to the benefit of the DTES. The network is not intended to be a funding agency
nor is it intended to replace or duplicate the work of other agencies and organizations.

North Sky Consulting Ltd
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INTRODUCTION
Background
Ask people to describe Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside (DTES), and most will focus on the
Hastings Corridor. Many will talk about the area’s unsafe streets, garbage-strewn alleyways,
the homeless population, poverty, and dilapidated buildings. Some will also mention the
architectural gems such as Carnegie, as well as the once and future home of “Woodward’s”.
However, Vancouver’s DTES also includes the neighbourhoods of Chinatown, Gastown,
Strathcona, Oppenheimer, and Victory Square. These are Vancouver’s oldest
neighbourhoods where residents and business have continually strived to build a prosperous
2
future rooted in a proud heritage . What a lot of Vancouver residents and visitors do not know
about the DTES is that it has a rich diversity of artistic and creative talent. Those who do
know, recognize the DTES as the home and nurturer of creativity. The area is known for its
leading edge and provocative artistic endeavours and innovative enterprises.
The DTES represents a vibrant mosaic of cultures that spans history, peoples, economicclass, and art forms. It’s culture is showcased in over 24 annual festivals and events, 6
heritage institutions, 60+ galleries, 14 organizations providing education and training in the
arts, 45 businesses related to the Cultural Industries (film, media, gaming, recording studios,
etc.), 44 businesses in the Design Industry (fashion, furniture, graphic), 57 businesses in the
Arts and Culture Support Services sector, and numerous networks and advocacy
3
organizations .
Many in the arts community consider the DTES as the heart of Vancouver’s creative district.
The area has a wealth of cultural assets. These assets are continually recognized as
significant contributors to improving the liveability of the communities, and the health of the
residents. Until recently however, less attention was given to recognizing the economic
contribution and potential of these assets and cultural resources. Although today there is an
absence of reliable data, there is a growing understanding that the arts and cultural sector is
also a significant contributor to the DTES economy. Building on this strong asset base, the
sector has the potential to become a greater force in achieving and sustaining economic
growth.

Developing a DTES Arts & Cultural Strategic Investment Plan
Throughout the world there are many notable examples demonstrating arts and culture as the
genesis of inner-city revitalization. Individual artists, arts, and cultural organizations are given
credit for transforming neighbourhoods into creative, vibrant places for residents and visitors.
Many cities have seen public and private resources invested into developing and improving
cultural infrastructure. Usually the collective result is the generation of income and jobs, a
strengthening of business, an improvement in public spaces and buildings, and an increase
in local services. However, investment often comes with a dual edge. Affordability is often the
first victim of revitalization efforts - as a community becomes more attractive to others the
market prices rise. Those that helped to give the community its special character and
vibrancy become early casualties of gentrification.
Recently the DTES has seen significant interest and new investment. The redevelopment of
Woodward’s and city-wide pressures for new housing, office and retail space have focussed
attention on the area. Within the DTES community, there is growing concern that
2
3

Vancouver’s DTES Communities
DTES Resource Map: June 2006
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revitalization will bring the displacement of residents and small business. The Vancouver
4
Agreement commits government partners to work with the DTES residents and businesses
to promote and support sustainable economic, social, and community development with the
core principle of “revitalization without displacement”. The Plan is built on this principle.
The purpose of the Strategic Investment Plan is to create a framework for maximizing
economic opportunities through the strengthening, development, and coordination of assets,
knowledge, resources, and strategies in the arts and cultural sector. Although the Plan’s
primary focus is on how to foster and develop the DTES economy it recognizes the intrinsic
social value that arts and culture has on improving the quality of life and the health of
individuals in the DTES communities. The quality of life issues are not directly addressed in
the Plan; however there is an underlying premise that quality of life is a significant factor in
attracting and sustaining investment. To this end, the Plan is intended to integrate and
support a number of related initiatives such as the Vancouver Agreement’s DTES Economic
Revitalization Plan and Employment Strategy; the City of Vancouver’s Carrall Street
Greenway Project; the Chinatown Revitalization Program and Community Plan; the DTES
Public Realm Program Plan, jointly commissioned by the City of Vancouver and the
Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation; and, VANOC’s Inner-City Inclusive (ICI)
Commitments.
The Plan reflects the input of many stakeholders
representing, residents, artists, and business,
non - government organizations, financial and
educational institutions and others who
expressed an interest in determining:
how to capitalize on DTES cultural
assets to increase job opportunities, and
grow and strengthen entrepreneurship
and local business; and,
how to direct investment to ensure that
the arts and cultural sector has the
means and ability to achieve and grow
its economic potential.
In addition to the consultation, the best practices of other jurisdictions undertaking similar
economic initiatives were reviewed. There was no economic impact study undertaken. A
DTES Arts and Culture Resource Map was designed and populated to better identify the
current resource base.
The development and implementation of an Arts and Cultural Sector Strategic Investment
Plan for the DTES will not only benefit the DTES but will also have a positive economic
impact on the city and region.

4

http://www.vancouveragreement.ca/
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THE DTES ARTS AND CULTURAL ECONOMY
The Sector
Traditionally arts and cultural products and enterprises have been classed within many other
sectors. It is only recently that there has been an acknowledgment that there is a discrete arts
and cultural economic sector unified and defined by cultural or artistic creativity. This previous
lack of a cohesive sectoral identify has led to the underestimation of the sector’s economic
potential and impaired development of comprehensive strategies to support and develop arts
and culture enterprises and workers. In some cases it has led to fragmented and divisive
policies and initiatives, and generally impacted the sector’s access to financing.
The DTES arts and cultural sector includes a
large proportion of self-employed artists, sole
proprietorships, and small business. There is
also a significant proportion of non-profit
organizations. Finally, there are several wellestablished and renowned businesses and forprofit institutions operating in the DTES. The
sector is supported by a complex infrastructure
of public and private entities offering funding and
financial
support,
professional
and
entrepreneurial
training,
educational
programming, access to facilities, and regulatory
oversight. Again, the lack of a sectoral identity
has often influenced the type and the depth of
support.
The DTES arts and cultural sector includes Visual Arts; Performing Arts; Events and
Festivals; Design; New Media, Film, Recording; Heritage and Historic Preservation; and, Print
and Publishing. While each of these categories has unique characteristics and position in the
marketplace and each enjoy varying levels of support and success they also share some
common market and community challenges that can influence their commercial success. It is
the goal of the Plan to identify and address the challenges and barriers and to identify and
capitalize on the opportunities. The ticked boxes on the following table highlight issues and
concerns identified by sector representatives during the consultation. Affordability, access to
safe, functional venues and facilities, accessing capital, municipal zoning and regulations,
and the public perception of the area were the most common concerns expressed by the
sector representatives.
Print
and
Publi
Herita
shing
ge
Prese
New
rvatio
Media
n
Film
Desig
Recor
n
ding

Event
s and
Festi
Perfo
vals
rming
Arts
Visua
l
Arts

Sectoral Issue or Concerns

Continued access to affordable rental /ownership live-work
spaces
Increasing and maintaining affordable facilities










Increase access and improvements to production facilities
and exhibition space
Maintaining and improving current inventory while keeping
affordability
Lack of appropriate venues, equipped production labs,
production and storage space
Use of venues/facilities that do not conform to code or
require significant upgrading
Increasing profitable access to markets and the consumer
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Improving access to sustainable capital, and resources





Addressing public crime and safety perceptions of the area
that limit visitation/audience levels
Lack of a communication and branding strategy





Weak relationships with other sectors such as Tourism and
Hospitality
Lack of adequate or sufficient professional development,
apprenticeship, volunteer recruitment, and retention
programs
Skill shortage

















Connecting to/improving employment opportunities for
residents
Low income impeding creativity and ability to work in art and
culture sector
Improving relationships and dialogue with non-artist based
NGOs, charitable organizations, community and business
groups
Improve knowledge and access to existing programs,
services and resources
Improving arts and culture networks to the benefit of artists,
practitioners, business, residents and the community
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Figure 1

The Workforce
The DTES arts and culture sector has a significant talent pool. However many residents of
the DTES are marginalized workers with low labour market participation. Many of these
individuals face significant barriers in finding and retaining employment. There are numerous
employment placement and life/work skills training programs in the area to assist
marginalized workers. However, many people stated that in order to increase the participation
of marginalized residents in the arts and cultural industries or to use the arts and cultural
sector for cross training would require some additional investment in outreach, networking,
and development of entry-level programs and employment opportunities.
The following section highlights some of the characteristics of the DTES workforce:
a high proportion of self employed or free-lance workers, a high incidence of parttime work, and a lower average employment income;
5
5.2% of Vancouver’s labour force is in culture industries with a higher than average
share of its labour force employed as graphic designers, architects, producers,
directors and choreographers, actors and comedians, musicians and singers,
painters, sculptors, and other visual artists;
East Vancouver had 5% of the local labour force in arts occupation, indicating a
significant talent pool in the DTES;
many in the arts and culture sector rely on non-profit groups, non-government
organizations, industry associations, public resources, and philanthropy to provide
critical support components to the overall sustainability and growth of the sector.

5

Trends and Conditions in Census Metropolitan Areas; 2004 Census Metropolitan Areas as Culture Clusters –
www.statcan.ca
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THE STRATEGIC INVESTMENT FRAMEWORK
Designing the Framework
It is imperative that the framework for the investment plan offer a strategic approach based
on a good understanding of arts and culture in the DTES, in particular the challenges that
need to be addressed and the opportunities that could be developed. To gain this
understanding, an extensive consultation was undertaken with artists, residents, nongovernment organizations, business, government, and other stakeholders representing the
value chain and support systems from creation to distribution. The outcome of this
consultation is not a shopping list of initiatives but an identification of key themes and issues
that highlight the sectors challenges and opportunities.
The success of any community economic development initiative or intervention is directly
linked to the strength of the stakeholders’ commitment to improve and create job
opportunities, community facilities, services, and infrastructure in a way that leads to a better
quality of life for the community’s residents. Success is further increased when there is a
clear strategy, integration of actions, collaboration, and cooperation amongst the
stakeholders. The investment framework is designed to facilitate and encourage strategic
traditional and non-traditional partnerships. It is also designed to support the alignment of
multiple-interventions and initiatives by the public, private and non-government sectors.
To be credible the framework must acknowledge and contribute to the ongoing efforts and
successes of the DTES arts and cultural community. It should not replace or usurp existing
organizations and efforts; rather the framework should be a catalyst for cooperation and
facilitate knowledge and understanding amongst all stakeholders.
To be effective the framework will require a governance model that is acceptable to the arts
and cultural community stakeholders, and a mandate that is supported by stakeholders. It will
require access to sufficient stabilized funding to implement key initiatives of the Investment
Plan. In addition, serious consideration must be given to the implementation and operation of
the framework. This includes consideration of the type and form of infrastructure required to
develop synergies and support the development of the critical mass to ensure efficient and
sustained operations, as well as the development of the most effective and community
responsive delivery mechanisms. Finally, consideration must be given to identifying,
evaluating and reporting performance to all stakeholders.

Vision, Principles, Goals
The goal of the DTES Arts and Culture Strategic Framework and Investment Plan is to
identify opportunities that will create, increase, or promote economic growth through
investment in the DTES arts and cultural assets. The following section highlights the vision
and principles considered essential by most of the consultation participants.
VISION
The Vision is to ensure that arts and culture form an integral and dynamic element of
the economic revitalization of the DTES in a manner that is sustainable while
celebrating and fostering local distinctiveness and continuing to support individual
and community health and wellbeing. This vision will be achieved through:
the unique contribution, strong commitment, and innovative work of artists;
a dynamic, and tangible businesses environment;
increasing sources of accessible and rewarding employment;
a coordinated, and supported network of arts and cultural organizations;
North Sky Consulting Ltd
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sufficient, accessible infrastructure, and affordable facilities; and,
an identity synonymous with a welcoming, and safe community where art
and culture bring life and business to the neighbourhood.
GUIDING PRINCIPLES AND VALUES
1. Maximize the Power of Arts and Culture
The Plan recognizes that arts and culture can and will play a significant role in
economic revitalization by generating jobs and wealth, contributing to the
development of a skilled workforce, and by fostering the growth of creative
businesses and products.
2. Revitalization without Displacement
The area is home to a culturally diverse and creative population. The Plan
supports the Vancouver Agreement objective of achieving sustainable
community development and economic revitalization without displacement.
3. Balance the Goals of Cultural, Economic, and Community Development
The Plan facilitates and supports pathways and opportunities to encourage and
maintain open dialogue so that the goals of economic development - business
retention, expansion, attraction, and workforce development - are compatible and
complementary to achieving local cultural and community development goals.
4. Celebrate Local Distinctiveness
The DTES has extraordinary cultural and historical assets. The Plan builds on
the unique character and potential of the community. The Plan will optimize the
strengths of the existing cultural infrastructure, support culturally diverse arts, and
promotes “inclusivity”.
5. Foster Local Talent and Enterprise
The Plan lays the foundation for cultural development strategies that recognize
the need to retain and train local artists, improve commercial sustainability of
locally owned cultural business, while increasing opportunities for the creation of
new arts and cultural products and services.
6. Link, Connect, Collaborate
The DTES has many cultural organizations, enterprises, and artists. The Plan
recognizes that its success is related to the ability of these groups and individuals
to collaborate, cooperate, and partner.
7. Diversify and Expand the Support Base
The Plan creates opportunities for arts and culture to reinforce and add value to
broader public and private corporate and institutional strategies, and in turn
increase private financing and support.

Strategic Themes and Priorities
During the consultation process, a number of recurring themes emerged. These themes were
used to identify the proposed strategic investment priorities.
1. Invest in the Artist and Strengthen Workforce Development
2. Invest in Entrepreneurship and Business Development
3. Invest in Support Networks and Systems
4. Invest in Facilities
5. Invest in “Feet on the Streets – People in the Seats”
6. Facilitate Diversification of the Support Base
The following provides an overview of these themes and highlights a number of strategic
priorities. The priorities are not listed in order of importance; all are deemed critical to the
success of the Plan.

North Sky Consulting Ltd
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1. Invest in the Artist
The success of the arts and cultural economy in the DTES requires investment in those
people who create the arts and cultural content and products. Supporting the existing
talent base professionally and economically and attracting new talent to the area is
necessary to sustain and grow the sector.
Objective:
To support, nurture, and strengthen the existing talent base professionally and
economically, and to attract new talent to the DTES.
Priorities:
a) Support and increase the capacity of the talent base;
b) Retain the arts and cultural talent in the DTES;
c) Build the arts and cultural workforce; and,
d) Attract new talent to the area.

2. Invest in Entrepreneurship, and Workforce Development
In the DTES the arts and cultural economy has a high percentage of soleproprietorships, small, or micro-enterprises. While many of these businesses are skilled
at producing their arts and cultural products, some have stated that they do not
necessarily have the same level of expertise in developing and running profitable
enterprises. Encouraging the sector to grow requires customized investment in arts and
cultural entrepreneurs and small business.
Objective:
To increase the number of successful entrepreneurs and job opportunities through
the development and strengthening of business and marketing skills.
Priorities:
a) Improve support and access to business
development and entrepreneurship assistance
programs tailored to the arts and culture sectors;
b) Increase
opportunities
for
entrepreneurial
networking and access to markets;
c) Improve access to financial and other resources;
d) Initiate the development of a creative cluster; and,
e) Attract new businesses to the area.

3. Invest in Support Networks and Systems
The DTES arts and cultural sector has a rich and complex environment of non-profit,
private, and public organizations. These organizations cover the gambit of arts and
culture development and activities. While there are many active and successful
organizations, concerns were raised that many DTES organizations are significantly
undercapitalized, “exhausted”, and in some cases operating in isolation from one
another. In addition the individualism that is common to the DTES means that some
artists are not well represented either through choice or lack of information and
connections. Investment in the development of a strong, collaborative, integrated, and
supported network can advance the arts and cultural economy in the DTES.
Objective:
To assist in the development of a strong, collaborative, and supported arts and
cultural network that can advance the arts and cultural economy in the DTES.

North Sky Consulting Ltd
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Priorities:
a) Support the development and strengthening of existing networks across the arts
and cultural industries;
b) Increase connections, collaboration and linkages with those outside the arts and
cultural industries, including the tourism and education sectors; and,
c) Facilitate resource identification and resource sharing.

4. Invest in Facilities
The arts and cultural economy in the DTES
depends on the availability of affordable, equipped
facilities that not only meet the production needs
of the artist but are also accessible to their
audiences and customers. Investment is required
in facilities that provide spaces needed to produce
art
and
cultural
products,
venues
for
performances, and places for artists and cultural
entrepreneurs to sell their work.
Objective:
To provide spaces needed to produce art and cultural products, venues for
performances, venues to showcase artistic work, places for artists and cultural
entrepreneurs to sell their work and to develop special or iconic infrastructure.
Priorities:
a) Identify and develop cultural facilities and marquis restorations;
b) Retain and increase affordable space;
c) Increase the inventory and access to specialized spaces and venues; and,
d) Facilitate conversions, upgrades, and restorations which contribute to the
retention of community-based cultural assets.

5. Invest in “Feet on the Streets – People in the Seats”
The arts and cultural sector’s economic success
depends on the ability to reach audiences and
markets for their products. In the DTES, bringing
“feet to the street” or “people in the seats” comes
with a number of significant challenges. There are
a number of public initiatives and strategies
currently underway to create a welcoming and
safe environment. To support an increase in
economic activity, continued investment is
necessary in initiatives and activities that support
resident participation, and bring audiences and
visitors to the DTES.
Objective:
To increase visitor and resident participation in the DTES arts and cultural economy.
Priorities:
a) Strengthen the identity and improve the visibility of the DTES arts and culture;
b) Leverage the economic potential of festivals and events;
c) Encourage the purchasing of DTES cultural products;
d) Develop and capitalize on DTES “destinations” and niche markets; and,
e) Enhance and support increased street level activity and public safety initiatives.
North Sky Consulting Ltd
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6. Facilitate Diversification of the Support Base
The economic effectiveness of the arts and cultural sector in the DTES is in part
dependent on the ability of the sector to galvanize and expand resources, improve
connections, partnerships, and cooperation throughout the value chain and with nontraditional partners. It also means being able to identify and acknowledge successes in
economic performance especially to funders and investors.
Objective:
To expand the resource base for the arts and cultural economy.
Priorities:
a) Encourage and create new sources and models of funding and financing to
support arts and cultural economic development in the DTES;
b) Identify, expand and promote opportunities for increased participation and
support of the arts and cultural sector ; and
c) Develop accountability structures to measure and report on the success of
economic initiatives.

Overview of the Themes and Strategic Investment Priorities
The following diagram provides an overview of the investment themes and strategic priorities
currently under consideration. The themes have strong linkages one to the other. In many
cases the priorities and actions identified support one or more themes, and advancement or
retraction in any of them can significantly impact actions and outcomes in another.

Figure 2

North Sky Consulting Ltd
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of the Investment Plan is to offer a strategic framework for economic initiatives
and projects that are intended to assist in the growth of the arts and cultural economy in the
DTES. The Plan is designed to acknowledge and address the following key themes that
emerged during the consultation process:
1. Invest in the Artists
2. Invest in Entrepreneurship, and Workforce Development
3. Invest in Networks and Support Systems
4. Invest in Facilities
5. Invest in “Feet on the Street- People in the Seats”
6. Diversify and Increase Support Base
These themes and their objectives have become the strategic focus of the Plan. The four key
recommendations propose initiatives and actions that will support the strategic objectives.
The recommendations are:
1. Industry Network
Establish an industry network entity that will bring together representatives and
supporters of the sector to advocate for the sector, create partnerships, build
capacity, and undertake or support initiatives that can strengthen and advance the
sectors contribution to the DTES economy. Actions to include:
a. Initiate the cluster tables;
b. Guide the early development of the Creative Centre;
c. Guide the early development of the Creative Pathway Initiatives.
2. Cluster Table
Establish an arts and cultural cluster table under the stewardship of the industry
network entity. Actions to include:
a. Facilitating networking and business mentoring opportunities;
b. Establishing sector databases;
c. Convening sectoral forums on opportunities and barriers to investment
including:
i. Financing major capital infrastructure (creative centre);
ii. Improving access to capital;
iii. Establishing a venture or angel fund; and,
iv. Identifying and removing barriers to maximizing opportunities.
3. Creative Centre
Establish an Arts and Cultural Centre initially championed by the industry network
entity that will provide:
a. Education and skills training;
b. Business development;
c. Production facilities and equipment;
d. Office space
e. Market Place; and,
f. Portal and link to other centres and expertise.
4. Creative Pathways
Establish themed trails throughout the DTES that can showcase the DTES arts and
cultural assets while creating a framework for targeted economic investment.
North Sky Consulting Ltd
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a. Showcase DTES arts and cultural community;
b. Identify and resolve issues that are barriers to revitalizations (zoning,
licensing, safety);
c. Provide information and data to support and encourage investment;
d. Promote and market the area and its assets;
e. Provide links and pathways to other City arts and cultural sites and
attractions; and,
f. Assist in the identification and development of cultural facilities and marquis
restorations.
The following diagram provides an overview of the linkage between the recommendations
and the strategic themes.

Theme
Invest in:

Recommendations
Objective

Industry
Network

Cluster
Table

Creative Creative
Centre Pathways

1.

Artists

Support and strengthen the talent base









2.

Entrepreneurship, and
Workforce
Development

Strengthen businesses and increase
job opportunities









3.

Facilities

Improve and increase facilitates
Increase visitor and resident
participation
Strengthen support networks and
systems
















Expand the resource base and
facilitate investment





4.

“Feet on the Street”

5.

Networks and Support
Systems
Diversify and
Increase Support
Base

6.

Figure 3

The themes and actions are integrated. As shown in the diagram, the recommended actions
support more than one theme. On the other hand, advancement or retraction of one theme
can significantly influence and impact the success of the actions.
The following diagram, Investment Plan Framework and Recommendations, provides an
overview of the recommended framework for the investment strategy. Central to the
framework is the industry network that will champion the plan by providing connections,
collaboration, and linkages with those outside the arts and cultural industries, including the
tourism, finance, and education sectors. The network will also support the development and
strengthening of existing networks across the arts and cultural industries and facilitate
resource identification and resource sharing. The network is not intended to be a funding
agency nor is it intended to replace or duplicate the work of other agencies and
organizations. The network should act as a portal with a mandate to improve the visibility of
the sector; coordinate knowledge, resources, and strategies; identify and remove barriers;
and, identify and maximize economic opportunities in the arts and cultural sector to the
benefit of the DTES.

North Sky Consulting Ltd
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Investment Plan Framework and Recommendations

Figure 4

North Sky Consulting Ltd
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Industry Network
“Because of the unstable and collaborative nature of creative work, the creative economy is a
fundamentally social economy, in which connections amongst individuals are crucial to
success and even to survival”
6
Creative New York
“We need a network that creates and coordinates new partnerships and investment
opportunities”
“A network that supports existing artists, groups, and organizations share resources, facilitate
projects, and encourage collaboration and cooperation would be useful”
“Build on CAN”
“Oh another care giving bureaucracy on the lower east side - how novel!”
7
Public Consultation 2006

First Step Recommendation
Establish an industry network entity that will bring together representatives,
stakeholders and supporters of the sector to advocate for the sector, create
partnerships, build capacity, and undertake or support initiatives that can strengthen
and advance the sectors contribution to the DTES economy.

Background
The DTES arts and cultural economy is a dynamic mix of informal, non-profit, commercial
and private enterprises that represent a rich cross section of the sector. Some industries in
the sector have strong and sophisticated professional organizations such Pacific Association
of Artist Run Centres, and there are also a number of networks that connect artists with the
community such as the Community Arts Network. However many DTES organizations, small
business entrepreneurs, and individual artists are segmented, operating in isolation one from
the other without the benefit of a supportive and collaborative sectoral network. In addition,
the competition for limited resources and volunteer “burn out” in some cases has affected
cooperation, coordination, and communication among DTES groups. The consultation
identified the need to develop a strong, visible, and unified industry association. An
association unified by a collective purpose with a focus on building capacity and encouraging
future growth in the sector. The success of such an association will be directly linked to its
ability to develop collaborative partnerships, and to demonstrate leadership in addressing
industry challenges and capitalizing on opportunities.

The Initiative: Model

6
7

Goal:

Establish an Arts and Cultural Industry Association
The proposed industry association will create a unified voice, visibility, and
resources to the arts and cultural industries in the DTES.

Mandate:

To advance and strengthen the arts and cultural economy in the DTES.

Objectives:

a) Support the development and strengthening of existing networks across

Creative New York: Centre for Urban Future; December 2005
Comments made during the public open houses.

North Sky Consulting Ltd
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the arts and cultural industries;
b) Increase connections, collaboration and linkages with those outside the
arts and cultural industries, including the tourism and education sectors;
c) Leverage resources necessary to foster acceptable growth;
d) Facilitate resource identification and resource sharing;
e) Increase awareness of the sector’s economic impact and potential; and,
f) Collect and disseminate knowledge and information to identify and
respond to the needs of the sector.
Special
Initiatives:





Establish a DTES arts and culture cluster table ;
Establish a data base of resources and sector information; and,
Champion the development of a “creative centre/hub” by assisting in
the identification of a site(s) and development of a viable business
plan.

Membership
And Fees:



Open to persons and organizations interested in advancing the arts
and cultural economy and/or capitalizing on the sectoral opportunities;
and,
Fees to be determined (recommend a sliding scale tied to
affordability).



Best
Practice
Model:

8

Creative Entrepreneurs Club (CEC): Glasgow Scotland
This club supports the development of mentoring, networks, business-tobusiness collaboration and industry based research Scotland-wide in the
creative industries. It is a place for all the creative industries in Scotland to
meet, discuss, and debate issues of concern for the sector. The network
draws its members from a number of areas including: films, television,
games, theatre, music, new media, advertising, and publishing. The CEC
brings industry representatives and practitioners together to network, pitch
their new ideas, listen to speakers, and showcase their work. The CEC
hosts approximately six networking events each year. It has attracted in
excess of 1,500 members including many industry leaders.
This model has been replicated successfully throughout England and
Ireland. A similar model is operating in the US - Silicon Alley Entrepreneurs
Club (SAEC).
Sponsorship: Scottish Government; Scottish Enterprise Agency; and,
Various Private Sector Companies.

Implementation Considerations
Intent:

Establish an organizational framework and infrastructure that will meet
industry standards and successfully support the objective of strengthening
and growing the sector.

Challenges:



To identify and develop a credible model that embodies the factors

8

For additional information on the model please see the 2006- Best Practice Report or
www.creativeentrepreneurs.com

North Sky Consulting Ltd
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needed for success including the critical ability to gain stakeholder
support and participation;
To estimate the running costs of the association and to set an
appropriate fee structure;
To operate in an environment where membership and subscription
fees may not be adequate to meet the first year administrative costs;
To secure sufficient funding to support the start-up and sustain
ongoing operations for an initial period; and,
To quickly develop and maintain critical mass of members and
supporters.

Actions:

Engage key industry representatives to champion the creation and
development of the association:
a) Working with the champions identify and establish governance
structure, clarify mandate, vision, goals, membership, etc;
b) Determine operational requirements such as staffing, office space,
equipment, communications, web page, budget, start up costs, etc;
c) Determine if there is an opportunity to:
- ask an existing agency or organization(s) to lead the Association;
- Form a collaboration/partnership with existing organization(s);
d) Develop a prospectus, business, operational plan, policies and
procedures, communications and marketing strategy, membership
drive;
e) Identify and secure funding and resources;
f) Hold elections; and,
g) Initiate a communications program and membership drive.

Timeframe:

Short term

Critical
Success
Factors:












North Sky Consulting Ltd

The association must not be seen to represent a single company or
group of companies but a wide assortment of stakeholders;
A clear prospectus defining the association’s raison d’être and
member benefits;
A well developed membership drive and communications strategy
that results in a high percentage of possible members;
Members represent both the well established to the start-up
companies ranging in size from industry giants to sole proprietors and
individual artists;
Provides ongoing, proactive, and accessible networking opportunities
for small business, artists and others to have access to resources,
information, mentors, and capacity building opportunities;
Set fees and subscription costs that encourage participation
especially from sole proprietors and individual artist;
The associations ability to showcase the sector and highlight results;
Day to day secretariat support is provided by someone/organization
that has a clear understanding of the sector, and the DTES situation;
Effective operations that minimize expenses while maximizing
performance; and,
Avoid too much legalistic and bureaucratic format - keep it simple
accessible, and transparent.
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Start Up
Costs:









Legal and accounting;
Business/communications plan;
Secretariat, staff and office support;
Meeting and administrative expenses;
Subscriptions/membership to other bodies;
Design, development and maintenance of web site; and
Initial development and distribution of promotional and collateral
pieces

Guiding Strategies
Invest in Network and Support Systems
Invest in the Artist and Strengthen Workforce Development
Invest in Entrepreneurship & Business Development
Invest in Facilities
Invest in “Feet on the Streets…”
Diversify and Increase the Support Base

North Sky Consulting Ltd
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Arts and Cultural Cluster Table
“We need capacity building to support connecting arts and culture to the community and
business, locally, regionally, and abroad”
“More people need to take risks in starting new business”
Mentorship programs, internships, business development programs are required”
9
Public Consultation 2006

First Step Recommendation
Establish an arts and cultural cluster table under the stewardship of the Industry
Association

Background
A cluster is a local or regional network of firms, and organizations including non-profits,
financial institutions, educational and training institutions and governments whose linkages
mutually reinforce and enhance their competitive advantage. They can be each other's
consumers, competitors, partners, suppliers, funders, or research and development sources.
Creative clusters are being used to identify, develop, and strengthen partnerships across the
sector. By building a critical mass of interest and entrepreneurial activity clusters are
providing a framework that assists small firms to grow, become more competitive, and create
jobs for the benefit of residents. They also provide a practical means of linking local
businesses to the regional or national economies.
Membership in a DTES cluster could provide the participants with a number of benefits. They
include:

Increased access to procurement opportunities;

More opportunities for the development of wealth enhancing partnerships,
collaborations, and cooperative ventures;

Greater opportunities to reduce costs through the sharing of resources;

Improved access to critical market information;

Improved access to innovation, technology, research and development;

The opportunity to develop and access pools of specialized skills, expertise, and
value added products;

A collective focus on addressing the challenges of business in the DTES; and,

An opportunity to improve the ability to provide real value to customers and attract
and retain a larger customer base.
Building Opportunities with Business (B.O.B.) is currently developing clusters for the DTES in
three areas: Tourism and Hospitality; Construction; and Business Processes. The high
percentage of arts and cultural business and economic activity in the DTES and the close
connection to Tourism suggests that an Arts and Culture table should be established.

9

Comments made during the public open houses.
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The Initiative: Model
Goal:

To increase the number of successful entrepreneurs, and generate new
job opportunities by the developing and strengthening business and
marketing skills and growth opportunities.

Objectives:

a) Improve support and access to business development and
entrepreneurship assistance programs and services tailored to the arts
and culture sectors;
b) Increase opportunities for entrepreneurial and cross-sector networking
and access to markets; and,
c) Improve access to capital financial support, and other resources.

Special
Initiatives:

a) Champion the financial forum;
b) Strengthen the relationship with the Tourism Industry through joint
cluster initiatives;
c) Integrate the activities of the cluster table with other local strategies;
d) Develop partnerships and specialized support to Aboriginal artists and
cultural products in the DTES;
e) Champion the development of an industry research program that
provides information on issues of interest to the members including
employment, workforce development, resource and support inventories;
f) Investigate and address issues related to self employment and
marginalized artists and cultural workers including benefits, business
training, housing/workplace affordability etc.; and,
g) Work with the City to develop a program to “cut red tape” and increase
awareness of City zoning and licensing requirements.

Membership

Membership should be open to business, individuals, organizations, and
institutions in the arts and cultural sector that have an interest in
strengthening and growing business, increasing capacity, and increasing jobs
opportunities in the sector.

Lead

Industry Network

Potential
Partners

Vancouver Agreement
BELL
Community Arts Network

Western Economic Diversification
B.O.B.
BIAs
10

Best
Practice
Model:

10

London Music Cluster, London, England

The cluster is mandated to support the continued development and
growth of the music industry in London - “to bring music to the people”.
The leadership and membership come together to develop common
goals to identify opportunities, formulate policy, share information, and
R&D, and to facilitate the development of support infrastructure. Core
activities of the cluster include:
Export assistance;
- Joint access to shared resources such as facilities,
equipment, R&D and business development services;
- Developing strategies to promote cluster companies, attract
new firms, investment capital and employees;
- Input into shaping government policy and investment

For additional information on the model please see the 2006- Best Practice Report
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-

infrastructure;
Investment in workforce development and training;
Market research and marketing;
Capacity building; and,
Identification of key investments, markets and other
opportunities.

Implementation Considerations
Intent:

To establish an arts and cultural industry cluster table that will address
issues related to workforce development; business training; access to
markets; access to capital, communications, and information; external
policies and regulations that impact the sector.

Challenges:

No significant challenges other than to attract and sustain a high level of
interest and commitment to the work of the cluster, and to ensure it has
adequate resources to meet its mandate. This includes the ability to
continually collect, maintain, and disseminate information about the sector.

Actions:

Working in collaboration with B.O.B.

Identity arts and cultural champions and engage them to lead the
formation of the cluster table;

Convene a group of stakeholders from the DTES with a vested
interest in arts and cultural economic development to develop the
agenda and priorities for the cluster table; and,

Identify resources and develop a strategy and plan for the cluster.

Timeframe:

Short term

Critical
Success
Factors:

To be successful the cluster table will need to:

focus on issues and initiatives that are meaningful and meet the
needs of the members;

attract a critical mass, of compatible firms and organizations
within the area in order to create meaningful opportunities and
benefits; and,

be flexible and be informed with a clear understanding of the
value-chains of different industry segments.

Start Up
Costs:





Communications and promotion;
Initial meeting expenses and preparation/research work;
Development of the Cluster Table Priorities and Action Plan
(Administration of the Cluster Table should be the responsibility of
the Industry Network in partnership with B.O.B.).

Guiding Strategies
Invest in Artists
Invest in Entrepreneurship and Workforce Development
Invest in Facilities
Invest in Support Networks and Systems
Invest in “Feet on the Streets – People in the Seats”
Diversify and Increase the Support Base

North Sky Consulting Ltd
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Creative Centre
“Do people choose to go to a performance in the same way they do a movie at a Cineplex or is it the programming that makes a venue a destination place?”
“Venues should include places to create art, for if nothing is created nothing can be shown”
“Use an affordable space to create a creative hub or centre”
11
Public Consultation 2006

First Step Recommendation
Establish an Arts and Cultural Centre initially championed by the Industry Network

Background
Many jurisdictions have noteworthy examples of dedicated spaces created for the arts and
cultural sector that have proven to be pivotal in revitalizing neighbourhoods, and in some
cases making significant contributions to both the local and regional economy. Typically
these centres provide space where artists come together to show and share their work, give
and receive feedback, teach and learn, ponder artistic and professional challenges, share
workspace and equipment, and exhibit their work. Artists credit the centres with building longterm audiences and markets for their art which supports their ability to make a living as an
artist, and in turn contributes to the local economy.
A new DTES centre/hub should focus on addressing existing gaps, showcasing talents, and
providing connections and alignments that will support sectoral growth. There are however,
centre/hub type activities already occurring throughout the DTES. The establishment of a
new centre or facility may be appropriate to the development of the sector but a new centre
should not be established without considering existing organizations, programs, and facilities.
The term centre or hub suggests a single central location or just one key building - a physical
place. However considering there are existing facilities and organizations in the DTES it may
be possible to achieve the same outcomes with a virtual centre. In a virtual model, the heart
of the centre/hub would hold the strategic purpose- growing and strengthening the sector as
well as ensuring strategic alignment between partnering facilities and projects. The actual
activities and initiatives of the virtual centre would be decentralized with core elements
housed in separate locations. This may support some efficiency, while enhancing, and
maximizing the use of existing cultural assets. Success would be dependent on the ability to
align the separate elements of the virtual centre in a manner that will yield increased capacity
and greater results than if they were operating alone.

The Initiative: Model
Goal:

11

To develop a creative place/hub/space where artists come together to
work, to educate, to build capacity, to increase their visibility, provide
community outreach, expand their markets and showcase DTES
talent and grow the sector.

Comments made during the public open houses.
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Services
Programming:








Provide a special focus and support for marginalized or new artists;
Provide a mix of affordable long/short term rental studio space,
meeting space, office space, and equipment to artists;
Provide affordable exhibition, events and performance space;
Provide educational, mentoring, and training opportunities;
Provide a market place and visitor/public programs; and,
Provide a “doorway” to support services such as incubators and
networks.

Facilities and
Ownership:

The structure and type of facilities as well as the ownership model should
be considered in the development of a prospectus and business plan once
a site or sites are identified.

Membership
and fees:




An “open door” general membership for DTES artists, organizations,
and “friends”.
Membership fees and structure are to be determined but should be
modest and tied to affordability.

Revenues:

Setting of revenues will be a function of the business planning process.
However in many situations tenured artists pay a monthly rental for studio
space. There are also additional charge for some operating, maintenance,
and administrative costs. Non-tenured artists and organizations often have
access to services at a modest/affordable rate.

Lead:

Industry Network

Potential
Partners:

Vancouver Agreement
BELL
Community Arts Network

Best Practice
Model:

The Torpedo Factory Art Centre – Alexandria, VA
The Torpedo Factory was an actual torpedo factory during WW1 and
WW2. Over the years, it was gradually converted into a flourishing artistic
centre. It is currently owned by the City of Alexandria and under the
management of an Artist Association. It is part of the revitalization of the
City’s waterfront and it attracts over 800,000 visitors a year. It is a place
where a community of artists works while interacting with and educating
the public. “The Centre promotes awareness and appreciation of the visual
arts through community outreach programs, exhibits, and events in support
of America’s premier working visual arts center.”

Western Economic Diversification
B.O.B.
BIAs
12

The centre houses over 165 artists representing a broad range of media.
Visitors may join artists in their studios and observe their work. The artist
tenants are involved in considerable community outreach including high
school mentorship programs, youth at risk and visiting artist programs. The
Center is supported by the artists’ monthly membership dues and income
generated by renting the facility for special events.

12

For additional information on the model please see the 2006- Best Practice Report or www.torpedofactory.com
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Implementation Considerations
Intent

To develop a centre that can build on existing facilities/programs to:

Increase employment and workforce opportunities;

Build the talent base; strengthen entrepreneurial skills;

Develop niche markets and cultural tourism opportunities;

Offer specialized support; and,

Provide links to other arts and cultural initiatives and facilitates.

Challenges:









To find and provide affordable space;
To identify and establish the appropriate governance, management
and administrative structure;
To identify the appropriate constituency mix, space requirements
and range of projects;
To obtain sufficient funding and resource support;
To gain stakeholder and community support;
To develop appropriate partnerships and business support; and
To overcome public perceptions of the area.

Actions:

Working through the Industry Network and in collaboration with the City of
Vancouver and other stakeholders undertake the development of a
prospectus and business plan to establish the feasibility of the project.

Timeframe:

Short to medium term

Critical
Success
Factors:

To be successful the creative centre will need to:

Provide affordable space and equipment in good condition;

Maintain a welcoming open door policy and sufficient membership;

Develop and maintain a positive balance between its creative,
community and commercial focus;

Develop and deliver balanced and dynamic programming and
outreach initiatives;

Ability to bring visitors back over and over again;

Adapt quickly to changing circumstances and opportunities;

Maintain and demonstrate effective operations, value for money,
and satisfactory performance;

Ability to raise revenues and develop strategic partnerships.

Demonstration of sustainability through a mix of earned and
contributed revenues to offset any acquisition and operating costs

Start Up
Costs:

The first step will require a pre-feasibility study. The pre-feasibility study
should, at a minimum include: identification of the site(s); identification of
the programming and space requirements; identification of possible
governance/ownership models; and class “C” estimates.
The following steps will build on the pre-feasibility plan and include drafting
a business and development plan as well as identifying possible investors.

Guiding Strategies
Invest in the Artist and Facilities
Invest in the Network and Support Systems
Invest in “Feet on the Streets – People in the Seats”
Invest in Entrepreneurship and Workforce Development
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Cluster Table Initiative – Financial Forum
“Decision makers do not seem to see the real value in the arts and cultural sector”
“Governments are quite clear they support those with the financial resources, they equate
investment with profit, and profits as results”
“Public and private investment in DTES arts and cultural industries will ensure the growth
and stability of the sector and thus the growth and stability of the DTES economy. Public
sector leadership is required to encourage the expansion of private sector partnerships.”
13
Public Consultation 2006
“Reports on the economic impact of the non-profit arts and culture industry in various
communities have demonstrated that investing in this industry does not come at the expense
of economic benefits, but rather strengthens the economy and fuels economic revitalization
by supporting local jobs, stimulating consumer spending, and generating revenue to local and
state governments. In short, arts and culture are good for business and the local economy”.
14
San Jose Arts and Culture Roundtable 2003

First Step Recommendation
To encourage and facilitate public and private investment in the arts and cultural
sector in the DTES including the financing of entrepreneurial growth and
infrastructure projects. Convene a financial forum to consider investment barriers
and opportunities in the DTES arts and cultural economy.

Background:
Successful implementation of the initiatives identified in the Plan will depend on the ability of
the sector to engage both traditional and non-traditional partners in combined opportunities.
The sector will need to convince seemingly unrelated organizations and industries to become
supporters and investors in the arts and cultural economy. Since many organizations,
particularly in the private sector, are unaware of the arts and cultural sector’s economic
potential the Plan must pay special attention to increasing awareness, facilitating and
strengthening collaborative partnerships, and removing barriers to participation.

The Initiative
Goal:

To expand the resource base for the arts and cultural economy

Objectives:

a) Educate others about the financing needs and opportunities within the
cultural sector;
b) Encourage and create new sources and models of funding and
financing to support arts and cultural economic development in the
DTES; and,
c) Identify, expand and promote opportunities for increased participation
and support of the arts and cultural sector ;

13
14

Recorded comments made during open houses 2006
San Jose Arts and Culture Roundtable; AMH Consultants, Inc. 2003
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Special
Initiatives:

a) Explore existing and new sources of public and private funding that
can be used to support the development and restoration of production
facilities.
b) Investigate and address the growing work-place affordability issues
c) Work with economic development agencies and financial institutions
to identify financing and entrepreneurship development that meets the
specialized needs of the sector; and,
d) Work with economic development agencies and financial institutions to
identify and address financial challenges such as ongoing
maintenance or capital improvements

Leads:

Industry Network
Cluster Table

Partners:

Economic Development Agencies
Banks and Lending Agencies
BIAs
Real Estate Developers

Best
Practice
Model:

Cape Breton Cultural Industry Development Fund
The fund is an initiative of the Cape Breton Growth Fund (CBGF). It was
established in 2000 to deliver a federal/provincial economic adjustment
fund in Cape Breton. Its mandate is to promote and assist, either alone or
in conjunction with others the financing and development of industry on
Cape Breton Island to provide employment outside the coal producing
industry and to broaden the base of the economy of Cape Breton Island.
The first priority area of CBGF is arts and culture.

Vancouver Agreement
Arts and Cultural Associations/
Organizations/ Artists

15

Implementation Considerations
Intent:

To work through the Industry Network and Cluster Table to prioritize the
actions needed to address the financial needs of the sector and in
particular raise awareness of the needs and investment opportunities
within the sector

Challenges:

Addressing the financial challenges in the sector will not be an easy task.
There are significant differences in needs and opportunities amongst the
industries within the sector. Many in the sector rely on a blending of public
grants and loans and private sector finance. In addition the problems and
complexity are not just a DTES problem but common to the sector
worldwide. Many of the proposed solutions will require significant changes
such as creating new revenue streams from taxation. Other solutions will
require the financial sector to re-assess the commercial potential of the
arts and cultural sector.

15

For additional information on the model please see the 2006 - Best Practice Report or http://www.cbgf.ca/pdfs/RCultural%20Ind%20Pgrms-CBGF.pdf
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Actions:

Champion a financial forum that brings together the key stakeholders. This
forum will provide an opportunity to educate stakeholders about the
importance of arts and culture to the DTES economy. It will also highlight
problems particular to the DTES and identify localized solutions. Initial
topics could include:

Financing major capital infrastructure (creative centre);

Improving access to capital;

Establishing a venture or angel fund; and,

Identifying and removing barriers, maximizing opportunities.

Timeframe:

Short – Medium term

Critical
Success
Factors:



Costs:




Securing the participation of the key stakeholders in particular
private sector and financial institutions;
Developing an appropriate agenda and format; and,
Identifying some “quick win” solutions that show results.





Consultancy and facilitation support;
Meeting room, secretariat support, refreshments and equipment;
Communications and Promotional material.

Guiding Strategies
Invest in the Artist
Invest in Entrepreneurship and Workforce Development
Invest in Facilities
Invest in “Feet on the Streets – People in the Seats”
Invest in the Network and Support Systems
Diversify and Increase the Support Base
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Creative Pathways
“The DTES is a creative district!”
“It just occurred to me that if people could see, from the street all the galleries and what you
have indicated as spots (cultural assets) on those maps they might realize how much goes
on down here.”
“Mount a unified, year round promotional campaign that presents a realistic and positive
perception of the neighbourhood- one that celebrates its diversity and reflects the value of the
residents who love its culturally rich neighbourhoods, theatres, parks, museums, community
centres, public gardens……”
“Provide a safe environment that includes a place to park a car, a place to go for coffee, and
a place to walk where you do not feel threatened.”
16
Public Consultation 2006

First Step Recommendation
Establish focused areas or trails that showcase and connect DTES arts and cultural
assets while creating a framework for targeted economic investment.

Background:
There are many examples of the successful creation of cultural districts in economically
disadvantaged inner cities. These districts are defined as “ a well known, labelled, mixed use
area of the city in which a high concentration of cultural facilities serve as the anchor
17
attractions ” Some districts are confined to a compact area while others meander though
several neighbourhoods linking cultural and heritage assets. Once identified these districts
become a focal point for attracting and encouraging public and private investment. Identifying
these districts also enables attention to be given to zoning or municipal regulations, such as
allowing for special street level activities, improving and increasing affordable artist and
cultural spaces, encouraging related enterprises to establish in the area, and supporting
gateway and marketing programs.
The DTES is considered by many to be a cultural district in its own right. Recognizing the
area as a creative district and developing creative pathways into and through
neighbourhoods will support economic revitalization. Creative pathways will promote and
facilitate inner-city cultural destinations and journeys and link them to other city attractions
and facilities. Creative pathways will strive to provide safe and welcoming excursions in the
DTES.

The Initiative
Goal:

To promote the DTES as a cultural district

Objectives:

To establish themed trails throughout the DTES that can showcase the
DTES arts and cultural assets while creating a framework for targeted
economic investment.

16
17

Recorded comments made during open houses 2006
Benefits of Cultural Districts: Hillary Anne Frost-Kumpf, American for the Arts
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Special
Initiatives:

a) Bring together a consortium of interests to identify possible creative
pathways and to coordinate and encourage revitalization efforts along
the pathways.
b) Arrange for the ongoing collection and dissemination of information that
will support investment including potential investment opportunities,
development related information such as zoning, licensing, city, and
other business contact information, as well as social and economic
information about the area and its assets.
c) Identify and support the development of special programs and activities
that will connect and showcase DTES assets.
d) Develop a promotion and marketing campaign that includes annual
events and festivals across the neighbourhoods.
e) Identify and assist in addressing challenges to revitalization such as
street safety, parking, vacant storefronts, public relations etc.

Leads:

Industry Network Association in collaboration with the area BIA’s and City of
Vancouver.

Potential
Partners:







Best
Practice
Model:

Economic Development
Agencies
Banks and Lending Agencies
Real Estate Developers
Tourism Industry
Related Industry






Vancouver Agreement
Arts and Cultural
Associations/
Organizations/ Artists
Municipal Departments
Artists and Entrepreneurs

18

Tucson Arts District
The Arts District lies in downtown Tucson. It is not a compact district but it
winds through governmental, financial, and residential districts and links to
historic areas and cultural facilities. The area includes the Armoury Park
Historic District, home of the Temple of Music and Art, the Tucson
Community Center, the Main Library, Tucson Museum of Art in the El
Presidio neighbourhood, the Warehouse Historic District, Los Barrio, and
the Fourth Avenue retail district.
The Tucson Arts District Partnership is a non-profit, charitable organization
incorporated in 1989. A Board of Directors representing arts, business,
economic development, tourism, historic preservation, and neighbourhood
interests governs the organization. The Partnership is appointed to manage
the Arts District under the Tucson Arts District Master Plan, adopted by the
City of Tucson's Mayor and Council in 1988. The Partnership manages and
promotes the district, plans activities and supervises licensing of street
vendors.
The Partnership has developed several initiatives including an art walk, a
juried art market, art picnics, walking tours, phantom galleries, and a
creative centre. It also helps arts organizations find temporary or permanent
space under the Artspace Development Loan Program

18

For additional information on the model please see the 2006- Best Practice Report or www.tucsonartsdistrict.org/
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Implementation Considerations
Intent:

Challenges:

To develop and nurture a number of creative pathways into the DTES that
will link and promote cultural and heritage attractions and encourage
investment in the area.

Resourcing a Creative Pathways Plan;

Ensuring a strong and coordinated leadership for implementation;

Establishing an entity that has credibility with multiple stakeholders
that can serve as a catalyst for action during the implementation;

Enabling and facilitating coordination and resource support for
cultural programming and special events;

Identifying and sustaining financial resources;

Overcoming public perception of the area;

Ensuring zoning, regulations, and development processes that
support revitalization without displacement; and,

Maintaining affordable spaces and places.

Actions

Working through the Industry Network and in close collaboration with the
City of Vancouver, BIA’s business, artists, and other stakeholders convene
a steering committee to develop a plan for Creative Pathways. The
committee should determine the best structure for overseeing,
coordinating, and resourcing the Plan.

Timeframe

Short to long term

Critical
Success
Factors













Developing an action plan that has community and government
support;
Developing strong public/private/ community partnerships;
Ability to offer appropriate technical assistance, marketing, financial
incentives and resources to business in the area;
Ability to work with enforcement agencies to address barriers and
support revitalization efforts;
Ability to implement a successful public awareness and promotion
campaign;
Ensuring continued diversity of choices and uses;
Compliment not replace existing business, programs and events
Provide a safe and welcoming environment;
Maintain a positive social environment for artist interaction;
Maintain talent base and assets ensuring places for artist/public
interaction: coffee shops, galleries, and public and performance
spaces;
Maintain character of the area and ensure unique experiences for
residents and visitors.

Guiding Strategies
Invest in the Artist
Invest in Entrepreneurship and Workforce Development
Invest in Facilities
Invest in “Feet on the Streets – People in the Seats”
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APPENDIX I
OPPORTUNITIES AND PARTNERSHIPS
APPENDIX I – OPPORTUNITIES AND PARTNERSHIPS
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OPPORTUNITIES AND PARTNERSHIPS
Successful implementation of the initiatives identified in the Plan will depend on the ability of
the arts and cultural sector to engage both traditional and non-traditional partners in
combined opportunities. The sector will need to convince seemingly unrelated organizations
and industries to become supporters and investors in the arts and cultural economy. Since
many organizations and institutions are unaware of the sector’s economic potential the Plan
must pay special attention to increasing awareness, facilitating and strengthening
collaborative partnerships, and removing barriers to participation.
The following sections identify how public and private entities are investing in the DTES arts
and cultural economy, and how this investment can be expanded.

The Role of Government
Governments have long recognized the importance of arts and culture to the character and
social fabric of a community, and more recently attention has been paid to the importance of
arts and culture to the economic growth of a community. The public sector has led investment
in arts and culture in the DTES. The lists provided in the following pages illustrates the variety
of investments government agencies have put into arts and culture in the DTES. This list is
not comprehensive. There are also numerous other arts and culture programs available
through the Carnegie Community Centre, Strathcona Community Centre and Ray-Cam
Cooperative Centre that are not provided in the following table.
Festivals:
Heart of the City Festival
Chinatown Night Market
Chinatown Arts and Culture Festival
Powell Street Festival
Dancing on the Edge Festival
Eastside Culture Crawl
Vancouver Asian Film Festival
Local Performing Arts Companies:
Karen Jamieson Dance
Kokoro Dance
Battery Opera
Vancouver Moving Theatre
Tooba Physical Theatre Company

Infrastructure:
Carrall Street Greenway
Media One
The Interurban
Firehall Arts Centre
Chinese Cultural Centre
Community Art Projects:
Walls of Change Mural Project
Historic Markers Mosaic Project
Storyscapes Chinatown
Galleries:
Centre A
Gallery Gachet

Artspeak,
ACCESS

19

Although 85% of the public agree that governments should provide continued support for
arts and culture, the reality is that all levels of governments are faced with increasing
demands, limited resources, and conflicting priorities, and as a result, many in the sector
have seen progressive cuts to funding. In order to fully realize the economic potential of the
arts and culture sector, new sources of funding and support must be identified and
developed. Within governments, a number of agencies have been the traditional sources for
arts and cultural funding. These include the Canada Council for the Arts; the Department of
Canadian Heritage (federal); the BC Ministry of Tourism, Sport and the Arts including
investments through the BC Arts Council; the City of Vancouver’s Office of Cultural Affairs
19

Decima Research for the Department of Canadian Heritage, 2001, http://www.pch.gc.ca/progs/arts/pubs/etudereport/index_e.cfm)
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(OCA); and the Arts and Culture Division of the Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation.
Some of the current funding policies and programs from these agencies that impact and
support the DTES arts and cultural sector include:
Operating and Project grants
Neighbourhood matching funds
Celebrations grants
Artist-in-Residence Programs
Diversity Initiatives grants
Small Business Loan Program (B.O.B)
Heritage Incentive Program
Lease Subsidy Program
Density Bonusing
Cultural Amenities Program
Community Use Agreements
Further, the Office of Cultural Affairs has a capital grants program to assist non-profit social
service and cultural organizations with the renovation, refurbishment, or purchase of facilities
not owned by the City. OCA also provides opportunities for Transit Shelter advertising for
non-profit arts and culture, and community and service organizations.
There is also a number of special government funded projects and initiatives that offer
support to the arts and cultural sector in the DTES. These include:
Vancouver Agreement – DTES
Vancouver Agreement - Corporate
Economic Revitalization Strategy
Engagement Strategy
ICI Initiatives - Cultural Table
Building Opportunities with Business
(BOB) - Partnership Programs &
2010 by 2010
Services
2010 Legacies Now - Arts Now
BOB’s DTES Tourism Cluster
Human Resources Skill Development
Canada
In addition to direct funding of these local initiatives, governments use a number of other
instruments to nurture and promote the cultural industries. These instruments include:
Copyright and Status of the Artist laws;
Regulations, such as the monitoring and licensing of broadcasting entities;
Federal protection against the export of valuable heritage artifacts;
Provincial guidelines governing textbook purchase and film distribution;
Canadian ownership control and content regulations, and the required review of
foreign investment in film distribution, sound recording, and book publishing for its
"net benefit" to Canada; and,
Tax measures (e.g. imposing or waiving import and excise taxes on cultural
products, allowing income tax deductions for charitable donations, providing
20
investment tax credits for films, and forgoing amusement, property or sales taxes ).
Though most of the funding for the arts and cultural sector comes from arts councils and
cultural departments, some funding also comes from other departments such as planning,
economic development, tourism, education, and parks and recreation. The sector however,
could benefit from more cooperation and integration amongst government departments and
agencies. Such cooperation and integration is needed to help realize the true potential of the
sector. The following provides examples of possible investment strategies from other
government departments, ministries, and agencies.
All Public Agencies
Participate in collaborative efforts to create a more integrated approach to
investment in the arts and culture sector in the DTES;
Support and participate in area improvement programs;
Provide opportunities to showcase DTES arts and cultural products;
20

The Canadian Encyclopaedia J Harvey
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Consider direct/invitational sourcing (where appropriate) to DTES arts and
cultural workers in developing presentations and multi-media material or in
requisitioning other services and products;
Support co-op or other work place training opportunities for DTES arts and
cultural workers; and,
Support the development of tools to encourage resource sharing.
Economic Development / Workforce and Employment Related Agencies
Expand and strengthen business support programs designed to meet the specific
needs of the sector;
Work with the sector to identify niche markets and develop appropriate
marketing and branding strategies;
Improving the investment readiness of arts and cultural projects in the DTES;
Participate in the development of an arts and culture cluster and networks;
Assist in educating others of the benefits of the arts and culture sector to
economic growth;
Improve the dissemination of information on programs and services to artists;
Help to improve the coordination, scheduling and marketing of events and other
arts related opportunities;
Expand and strengthen workforce development programs and services to
support the needs of the arts and culture sector; and,
Improve links to employment programs.
Finance and Administration
Investigate opportunities to stabilize funding for arts and cultural organizations;
Support the integration of arts and culture funding into other projects and
initiatives;
Investigate new models of financial support and partnerships;
Create new and flexible sources of seed financing;
Review current revenue streams to see if they can be allocated to the arts and
culture sector (e.g. bed tax);
Investigate possible tax incentive schemes;
Investigate opportunities for revenue generation that can be allocated to sector
initiatives;
Establish policies that support the provision of facilities, space and equipment at
no cost to the users or tied to affordability;
Ensure licensing and user fees are affordable and promote the use of public
spaces for arts and cultural activities; and,
Review policies to determine their impact or effectiveness in supporting the
growth of the sector.
Social Service Agencies
Support the dialogue between the sector and community groups to address the
public health and safety concerns; and,
Collaborate with artists and others to develop programs that serve the client
population and support industry practices.
Housing and Community Development
Review existing and develop new technical assistance programs to cut red tape
and support “one stop” help;
Investigate opportunities to develop and maintain affordable housing options or
live/work spaces in the DTES, such as the expansion of density bonusing
programs;
North Sky Consulting Ltd
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Expand development programs to further support the arts and culture sector;
Investigate opportunities to develop artist run spaces in new developments;
Review current policies related to facility and public space use to encourage
street activity and events;
Continue to sponsor and support public health and safety initiatives; and,
Improve access to cultural events by improving transportation, signage, and
participate in dissemination of promotional materials.
Tourism
Develop quality collateral pieces to support and promote the DTES arts and
cultural sector;
Provide funds to support the development of cultural tourism in the DTES;
Assist in the identification of markets and investment opportunities;
Assist in the strengthening of existing partnerships, and the brokering of new
partnerships and networks;
Support the collection and dissemination of relevant sector statistics and
information that will be useful to arts and culture enterprises in the DTES; and,
Work with DTES business to improve public perceptions of the area and
encourage visitation.

The Role of Private Sector
Many in the business and investment community do not adequately recognize the importance
of the arts and culture sector to economic revitalization; consequently, many parts of the
sector are under-supported, under-funded, or under-capitalized. In addition, many in the
economic development community tend to focus on the negative attributes of the DTES, and
are unaware of the richness and diversity of the area’s arts and cultural assets. As a result,
many businesses and organizations do not consider the economic potential of the sector and
fail to promote or consider DTES arts and cultural opportunities in their day to day planning
and long-term strategies. To overcome this and to encourage broader investment and
involvement in the arts and culture sector businesses, organizations, institutions, and others
will need to be convinced that they all benefit from the growth of vibrant DTES arts and
culture sector and that this growth will have positive impacts for the broader region.
Traditionally support from the private sector takes the form of donations by individuals,
contributions from foundations, and corporate donations and sponsorships. In addition,
individuals volunteer their time and efforts on behalf of cultural organizations. However, the
private sector has numerous other opportunities to invest in and support the arts and culture
sector. The following provides examples of investment and the role various private sector
participants can play:
Individual Business
Advocate for arts and cultural organizations;
Include DTES arts and culture organizations in gift programs;
Provide mentors or “business angels” to entrepreneurs and small business;
Recognize and support employees who work for non-profit arts and cultural
organizations;
Recruit and educate others about the benefits of the arts and cultural sector;
Include DTES arts and cultural information in corporate packages;
Purchase goods and services from the DTES;
Showcase DTES cultural products whenever possible;
Participate in and support activities related to the development of an Arts and
Cultural Cluster Table or Creative Hub;
Invest in the development of cultural facilities;
North Sky Consulting Ltd
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Provide in-kind support such as donating the use of corporate facilities for
meetings, exhibitions, performances, productions, storage etc.;
Encourage employees through tuition incentives to enrol in arts and cultural
programs; and,
Support recruitment and training opportunities for arts and culture graduates.
In addition to the above the following illustrates some investment actions that different
companies can adopt:
Real Estate Developers
Support and promote arts and cultural activities, events, organizations, amenities
that expose individuals to the potential investment in the area and in the arts and
culture community;
Assist/partner in the development of artists live/work spaces and commercial
spaces where lease terms can be tied to maintaining affordable space as market
pressures increase;
Working with financial institutions/governments to assist in the development of
cultural facilities that offer non-profit arts groups innovative ownership/lease
options;
Contribute to and help in the collection and maintaining of data and information
that can help provide quantitative and qualitative information and measures such
as the availability and number of arts and cultural facilities, resource maps,
impact of creative workforce etc.; and,
Hire from or utilize the expertise of the DTES arts and culture sector in all stages
of development projects.
Financial Institutions
Working with the arts and culture community, small business support groups,
public agencies and others to :
- develop a better understanding of the commercial potential of DTES arts
and cultural industries;
- gain a better understanding of the financial challenges;
- look for ways to address access to capital problems often encountered
by small business in this sector;
- develop a range of funding instruments and a range of resources to
support arts and culture in the DTES;
- work with entrepreneurs to improve their business skills and help them
to move into a position that will justify finance; and,
- establish an endowment fund for arts and culture infrastructure
development.
Participate in the identification of innovative financing models to encourage
creative cluster or hub development in the DTES;
Working with other stakeholders to identify and advocate for new public funding
streams that can increase the sustainability of arts and cultural NGOs and social
enterprises; and,
Review current policies and lending practices to ensure equitable and pro-active
treatment of DTES business and investors that reflect realistic risk assessments.
Tourism and Hospitality Industry
Working with the arts and culture sector, governments, NGOs, BIAs and
others to:
- develop market strategies that support and promote DTES cultural
products and events;
- identify and build on “niche” markets;
- develop cultural tourism itineraries that showcase the DTES; and,
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-

provide the assessment, training, and knowledge to develop and deliver
marketable, quality cultural tourism products.
Working with the arts and culture sector, community, governments, NGOs,
BIAs and others to develop an area wide marketing and branding strategy;
Working with business and artists to identify new and accessible “market
places” for the sale and distribution of local arts and cultural products;
Provide innovative affordable venues for performances;
Invite arts and culture representatives into tourism networks and
partnerships; and,
Working with other stakeholders to identify and advocate for new public
funding streams that can increase the sustainability of arts and cultural
NGOs and social enterprises.
Related Business: Creative, Manufacturing, and Technology Companies
Sponsor in-house residencies for DTES artists to work with engineers and
others to develop new artistic and commercial products;
Lend, lease, barter, donate technology and equipment to artists and nonprofits arts groups;
Participate in workforce training programs, including
internships,
apprenticeships, and co-op students;
Participate in programs that support workforce development such as:
- Providing opportunities for students to increase their exposure to arts
and cultural opportunities;
- Identifying training and skill gaps;
- Promoting the cross-over effects of training in arts and culture; and,
- Providing work-place experience.
Educational Institutions (public and private)
Design and support programs that expose students to career opportunities in
arts and culture;
Increase exposure of traditional non-arts students to the benefits of the arts
and cultural sector;
Work with others to identify skills and training gaps in the sector;
Collaborate with the arts and cultural sector to expose, expand, develop and
strengthen the sector;
Participate in the research, design and implementation of programs that help
to measure and define the impact of arts and culture on the economy;
Identify and develop partnerships that can increase the economic
development impact of the institution on the arts and culture sector in the
DTES; and,
Leverage academic assets to support DTES arts and cultural economic
initiatives.
As identified above there are many ways for both the public and private sector to support and
invest in the arts and cultural sector. It will however, require facilitation, coordination,
collaboration, marketing, and promotion.
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